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I. INTRCDUCTIGN.
The <3ubject of the atreaaea cauaei in a circular pipe
by an exterior Icai upon it i' one in which cor^paratively little
investigation has been made. This is especially true of reir.-
forcel concrete pine, for thoii^ nuch such pipe has been built
for seTrers, culverts, conduits and t-unnels, the reinforcing has
been placed without any definite knowledge of the character or
amount of the stresses to whicn it ^ould be subjected. Br the
successes aiia failures thus obtained, nruch quas l-experinental
work has been accoaplished, arA fro:z the results of these actual
trials, 3D7ie data have been obtained which are of value to the
practiciiig engineer, anl ?r:-;ich, if properly collaborate!, vyould
be of auch value in a theoretical study of the subject.
In his thesis entitled "Stresses in Concrete pipes
Cue to External Pressure", giver, for the degree of Bachel: ?f
Science in liunicipal and Sanitary' Engineerir-g, air. W. Slater,
•OS, nade an analytical investigation of the stresses caused in
pipes by different methods of loadir^, and nade a few experiments
to test the correctness of this analytical inves tigatior*. His
test pieces^ 8 in number, Trere all of rlain concrete and varied in
aize fr'Oa 24- in. inside diameter with 3-ir^ Trail, up to -5r3-ir^
inside diaaieter irith l?-in. wall. It is the purpose of this
thesis to carry the e>rceri~ent3 farther anf to ^eter^.ine if re-
inforcirig can be so placed that anything near the full tensile
strer^gth of the steel can be developed.
In or^der tD -a>e the insults nrr^ easily cozr? arable,
the test rings ^ere all nade of the sane length ar.d the sar.^ i..-
= ide diazieter. ICir.e rir^s, each 2 ft. long, 43 ir^ inside
diaaeter ana 6 in. thick were i;ade to supplezient the tests

of Mr. .]lator regarding the roilabillty of hin analytical do-
termination, and twelve nlecea, each 2 ft. long, 48 In. innide
diameter and 4 in. thick, with eight corr-ugated gtoel bara , l/4
in. gquare for reinforcing, were made to teTt the action and the
value of reinforcing. Both concentrated and digtributod loads weie
uaed, aa will be explained later on.
Advantage was al'jo taken of several teitn which were
recently made by the Engineering Experiment Station. Thene tesita
were upon full oized specimena of culvert pipe, both reinforced
concrete and caat-iron. The reinforced pipes were 4R in. indide
diameter, 8 ft. long and 4 in. thick, with a bell on one end.
The cast-iron pipes were 8 ft. long, 48 in. inside diameter and
I-I/4 in. thick.

II. THEORY.
Nomenclature.
In this diiicusBion the following nomenclature is uaed.
Q = total load upon crown of pipe when load i3 concentrated.
p = load upon pipe per unit of area of horizontal projection
when vertical load is uniformly distributed,
h = horizontal pressure per unit of area of vertical
projection.
P = load nc'^al to section considered.
M = moment at any section.
A - A = horizontal diameter.
B - B ^ vertical diameter.
n = distance of fiber from centre of gravity of section,
being toward the conxex side and - toward the concave
side.
e = distance of extreme fiber from centre of gravity of
section, being the limiting value of n,
r = mean radius of ring.
6 = angle with the horizontal.
H
r+ n
n
D 1 + 1/H n
r + n
F 1 - 1/H n
r
-f. n
K 2At(1 + H
H 1
J 1/2 + 1/4 1 . )
' H+ 1
A area of cross section of metal reinforcing.
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f = tenailo atrean per unit area in reinforcing.
S = atresa per unit area in concrnto.
d = diatance from co'Tiprea^ive face to center of reinforcing^
commonly called "effective depth."
z = distance from compreqnive face to centre of gravity
of compr-esaive atresaea.
2. Theory of Bending Moment,
(a) Concentrated Load
By Bach* 8 Formula for ivioment, which takeg into consid-
eration the .ratio of the thickness of the pipe to the diameter,
Mr. Slater has derived equations for the value of the bending
moment under different methods of loading.
1- Fig. 2.
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Annuine a ring of unit length, with a concentrated load
at the top and the reaultlng roactlon at the bottom.
If a section be cut from the ring aa in Pig. 2, it vrill
be acted upon at section A by the forces Q/2 and the unknown
moment and at the section X by the vertical force Q/2 and
the unknown moment U. Considering the section in equilibrium
under the action of these forces, and taking moments about X
we have
M+Q/2(r-x)=0 x = r cos 4>
M = -M^-^(l-co3 ^ ).
Mr. Slater Has made the reduction of this formula and
obtained the value of M in terms of Q, r and H, as follows.
M =^ ["cos (t)- 2/tt (l+--ii-)7
2 L ^ H+1 J
In this equation H = - --i- — . By integration of
2e r + n
the variable n, the value ofH is found to be
r + g
r - eH = r/2e log(f^)-l
For probable values of e and r, H = .0025 to .005. In the
formula above the exoression (1 + -—^ ) has a value of 1.004
H + 1
for the plain concrete rings tested, so the substitution of
unity for this term intruduces but .4^ error. The simplified
formula then becomes
M = ^ (cos - 2/Tt ).
2
For the bending moment at the ends of the vertical
diameter, this reduces to
^ 2
Since Q = v;, and r =!/2, we have
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= 1502 Wl
=
-I/gwI (approximately)
The approximate value i;3 about 4-l/2p^ higher than the accurate
value for the rings used in the teats.
For the ends of the horizontal diameter, the general
equation as given above reduces to
= t ,:^S077 Qr/2
=
-l-,0902 Wl
= + l/ll Wl (approximately).
The approximate formula gives a value of .S^ greater than the
accurate formula, hence is near enough for all practical purposes
(b) Distributed Load,
Consider now the case of a ring with uniformly distribu-
ted vertical load, but with no liorizontal force acting* If a
section is considered as shown in Fig. 4, it is in equilibrium
under a known force pr and an unknown moment at section A,
a force px, and an unknown moment ivi at the section X, and a
uniform load p(r - x) on the perimeter.
Considering the section in equilibrium under these
forces, we have as the equation of moments about X,
Mi-M.-f pr(r - x) - piF ' = q
^ 2-
By integration, the value of is derived and is fo^ond
to be
M = -1/4 pr^ K - 1
^ H + 1
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Fig.
'
1
1 J
For ordinary values of e and r, r. A . p;ive3 about .99, being
H + 1
in this case .991 2pr = IV and r - '/2, so the equation
reduces to
Mg = -.062W1.
By the Cornell method, = -.0fi25Wl, which is exactly
-l/l6 Wl. The simpler Cornell formula gives a result but .3^
different from Bach's formula for the values of e and r used.
Similarly, M^=tl/4 pr H
H -H 1
-i—
,
by Bach's formula
and M = f l/4 pr'" by the Cornell formula,
XI.
which, as will be seen, are exactly the same numerical values
as the values of Mg, but with opposite signs, since the moments
are opposite.
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DiatributRd Load with Horizontal Support.
If beaideg tiila vertical load of p per unit area tner?^ ia
alao a uniform horizontal preaaure of h per unit area of vni-tical
projection, the equation of the bending moment reduce i to
=a l/4(p - h)r^ . H :z_l
A H + 1
or =s r^/4(p - h), by the simpler Cornell
formula,
3. Theory of Resisting Momenta and Stregaea.
By Bach' 3 Formula for Itre^^ses, the follov7lng general
forraula for the resisting moment was derived by equating the
moment of the stresses to the moment of the external forces,
1 i l/H n/r-t-n
Solving for 3, we obtain,
This is similar in form to the equation for resisting moment in
a beam, which is
3 s p/a
-f--
-
, (A = area of cross section)
and will reduce to this form if r or if e/r becomes zero.
In tlie firnt case, when r = , the section becomes a straight
beam. In the second case, when e/r approaches zero, the shell
becomes extremely thin in comparison with the diameter of the
^'ing.
4
Solving for 3 in terms of the load, when the load is
concentrated, we obtain

Sg = —^[co3<> t F(Co3 4 - K)J
4©
for the 'jtreaT in the tenoion fibers at the end;i of the vertical
diameter, and
= -.^w^ CO D(Co3 4> - K)J
for the stress in the tension fiber at the ends of the
horizontal diameter. In these formulae,
D = 1 + EL_-, F = 1 -J: n and K=2/Tr (1 t
' " )Hr+n Hr-n H-^l
vyhen the load is uniformly distributed over the
horizontal projection, the value of 3 in terms of the load
becomes
3, = . Pcos^ d t (1/2 cos^A - J )D|A 2e L
for stress in the tension fiber at the ends of the horizontal
diameter and
3g = ..EIL. [^co3^(|) f (1/2 cos^^ - .T)fJ
2e
for stress in the tension fiber at the ends of the vertical
diameter. In these formulae, J = 1/2 + 1/4 ^nnZ". }- .
H t 1
D = 1 +J— r and P = 1
H r + n H ^ _
Vi^ith a uniform vertical load and a uniform horizontal
pressure, the equation obtained for the value of the stress is,
3 = p/2e t l/2e rpr/2(cos2(|) - 1 ) f hr (l/2sin2 4> - sin <)> )
-r/4 (p - h) D
H + 1 J
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Reinfoi'ced Concrete pipe.
Since no analytical investigation of the subject of the
resisting moment in a reinforced concrete ring has been made,
the formula for resisting moment in an uncurved beam as derived
by prof. A, N. Talbot, University of Illinois, will be used.
It is hoped that at some time a thorough analytical investigation
of this subject can be undertaken. The tendency of the rods to
straighten out across the area of greatest tension will doubtless
have some effect mpon the stress carried.
The formula "or the resisting moment for a rectangular
reinforced concrete beam is, !»I = Af(d - z) in which A = area
of cross section of metal reinforcement^ f = tensile stress
per unit area in reinforcement, d = distance from compressive
face to center of reinforcing and z = distance from compressive
face to center of gravity of compressive stresses.
The value of z in the sections tested was about O.lSd,
varying with the depth of the reinforcing rods. By equating
this value of the resisting moment to the value for the bending
moment after first crack appeared, the value of f may bo found.
Under concentrated load, the bending moment at the ends
of the vertical diameter is Mg = 1/6 Wl and the resisting moment
is M-, = Af(d - Z).
a
Equating these and solving, we get for stress in the
steel, f =s —^IL^ ^ •
6A(d - z)
Similarly, fo^ "the two moments at the ends of the
horizontal diameter, we have i\L = l/ll Wl and M. = Af(d - 2),

which give f =
llA(d - z)
Under uniform load, we have for the equation of the
bendiiig moment at the ends of the vertical diameter, Mg='l/l6 kVl
,
which, equated to the reaiating moment gives f =* _
lBA(d - z).
For M^, algo, we have the value of I/I6 iVl, out in
obtaining the value for the stress in the steel, the value of
of the term p/2e must be considered, and we have
f = p/2e.
16A(d - z)
4. Summary of Values,
The above values may be summarized as follows J-
Bending Moment.
Mo =s -l/s Wl ' for concentrated load.
= +-1/11 Wfl »
'
Mg = -I/I6 171 = -I/4 pr^ " uniform vertical load.
M^ = 1 1/1(3 Wl = tl/4 pr2 « " "
Mg =3 -I/4 (p - h)r^ for uniform vertical and horizontal looda
tl ft » »» t> M= +1/4 Cp - h)r^
Resisting Moment.
(3 - L )2er
1 i 1/H . ^ P.
r f- n
Stresses,
plain concrete, concentrated load.

Q/4e ^co 1 (f ^ FCco3 (j) - K)j for tension filiier, vert, diam.
Q/4e [coa4>+ D(co3 ^ - K )] " " horiz.
"
plain Gonci'ete, uniform load.
2^
1
coH'^(j) t (1/2 co3^'(^ - J )d] for benGion fiber, vert, diam,
2e
^ rco3"(|) f (1/2 co£j2(|) - J)fI " horiz. "
2e
Reinforced concrete, concentrated load.
Wl
, for tension in steel, vert, diam.
6A(d - 2)
horiz, "
llA(d - z)
Reinforced concrete, uniform vertical load.
Wl
, for tension in steel, vertical diameter.
l6A(d - z)
Wl TD
,
for tension in steel, horizontal diameter.
l6A(d - z) 2e
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Tll. General Doicrl-tlon of i^ateriala.
.3and, Tlie sand wa 5 purcliaied f^-on J. Carnioria'^l
,
Williaiiiaport, Ind. and came fro 1 the Waba^n Hiver near Attica
Ind, It waT clean and aharp and contained 28 to 30 per cent
voidn. The proportion of voida was determin'^rl by tr.kiiig a
pail full of 3and, and then determining the amount of vmter
that could be put into the vessel v/ith the ^and. Two to3t3 '.vere
made, (l) sand waa dropped through the water, (2) water was
poured upon the land. The amount of water waa determined by
v/eight. The finenSa^ of the land wa^ ascertained by sifting
a given weight through sieves having a giv^ number of meshes
per square inch. One hundred grams wan the amount used, and
after sifting until no appreciable quantity could be got through,
the regidue v/ai weighed, the weight in grams represented the
percentage retained by the sieve used. Table 1 gives the
results of this test.
Table 1.
/O
/^<£ C <S /-7
'SO 3
/0
/^G-^-c erf T
O /
/0 O
64
/^.<^
r
//^
<c- e /-7 A
7/^
7(S
/^e
O 2i
7^
^ O
4
-3tone, The 'itone uaed wag Kanka"k.ee limsfs tone , and
contained 36 percent voids. The niethodn, for determining
the f iiionen 3 and per cent voidT, u-^ed, wai the aane ag that
uaed in tiio 3and toatg. The re-iult3 of the teat f )r finene-ja
ia given in Table 2.
Table 2.
^ of 7^*5 t P.
-5/€ v^e /^<s r'c err t
/oo o /OO
?^ o ^0 9^0
J-
2. 40 66
^
^^ / /o
/
Cement, Univei al Portland cemeiit furnished by the
manufacture ra wai u^ed. Table ^ gives the re^ulta of the teat
for fineneaa, and Table 4 givea the tenaile strength of both
neat cement and 1 : 3 mortar for agea of 14 and 28 days. The
briquettes, standard aize, were thumb-rammed and were atored
in damp air for one day, and under water for the remainder of
the time*
Concrete. The concrete waa mixed by hand, and all
materials v/ere measured by looae volume. The aand and cement
were firat mixed 'dry; the atone v/as then spread evenly over the
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TablG .-3.
/ OO
j^O o
/OO O
97 O
(^/ 7^
o
o
3 o
7^B<5
^/ 7^
7<PO O
99 9
97 o
7(^7^
o
o /
^9
7(7 7.^ I
mixture of sand and cement, and the rrhole maas turned tv.'ice.
Water wae then added and the mixture turned until it was of
uniform consistency. The concrete '.vas rather wet. The proportion
Table 4.
Z>^^///^ ^r/^^r?p77)
/?&7
A/(^f^7 /:.^
/ ^ / O
^7o
/^Z
o
7^o
7^^
79^
7i^O
6> 7 o
^So
(oOO
^ 7o
9^
Av- J^7<9 7 7/
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fnr all aectiona was 1 - - 4 - one part ccnont, two parts
sand and four parts broken "^tone.
Steel. The reinforcement uaed in the a'^ction^ ?/a9
1/4 in. low carbon corrugated ateel roda , bent to the required
form by the workiien. Table 5 sliows the reaulta of the te^ta
of ateel used in the aections. The longer Tectiom of rein-
forced concrete culvert pipeg furnished by the Chicago, Burling-
ton and Quincy Hy. were reinforced by 1/4 and I/2 in. high steel
corrugated rods.
Table 5.
T^^n^inn T^^t of ^t^e I
/onQa T/on
/at fl y^. V-
-L.
^ /n
-L,
^ //7
-
^ /r?
^yo
^6Qo
n n
00
e/ 70
Test Pieces, The number tested, and dimensions of the
sections are given in Table fi. The 2-ft. sections were made
in the laboratory, the method of v:hich is given in the follow-
ing pages. The cast-iron nipes were furnished by the
Atchison Topeka and lante ?e R. R. and had a bell at one end.
In the large reinforced concrete sections furnished' by the
Chicago Burlington and Quincy Ry,
,
large size gravel was used

'. n place of bro!;ou atono. 'ketcli 5 ^jiven detai;;.fi dP thla
goctioii. The testing of tlieio large Toc^iona wag the beginning
of a aeriea of teata, which v/ei e in progreag at the prea^^nt
wri ting.
Table 6.
I ••
<3 /r?
Reinforcenient. The kind, amount and position in the
reinforcing for the 2-ft. 'sections shown in aketch No. 6. The
rodi were auppoaedly placed 1 in. fron tiie inside edge at top
and bottom of eection, and 1 in. from the outside edge at each
aide, but in tamping the concrete, in several of the sectiona,
the rods worked their way toward the middle of the 3Cction.
The effective depth of the rods in each aec+ion ia given in
Table 7.

/iS Zona i tu-
/rrci / CO r-r-u -
A Of.JS.
f/e vat/on
/Jiagrc/m of
C.S 6<Q /^y

(^^ 1 J. +
-t-^
1
I
r
_i
_
I
-I -
I
T
"
-I-
I
'
I
-t
[_ U
I
I
h
-H
I I
T "I
^-^
N
I 'I
'M V
.f
Dia^ram ^ ho\/v/n^
/^e/n fore /n^/Poc/^.

11
1
1 V-
1 1
1 !
1 I
J
1
1
.1
1
1
1
1
\
<
M
! r 1
3Kefch of Form
for
2 ft fP/ng3.

Forms for Llectiona. The formg for the oectiona were
made of 2- in. planka and sheet metal. Drawingo of the forma
are ahown in Fig, 7,
Making of Sections. The 2-ft. sections were made on
the concrete floor of the laboratory, with a atrip of thick
paper spread beneath the form. For the reinforced sections the
rods were put in place, and fastened by temporary wooden blocks,
before any concrete was put in; the blocks being removed as the
concrete was put into the forms. Similar blocks were also used
in making the plain sections, in order to keep the walls of
uniform thickness. Steel hobps were placed around the outside
sheet metal to prevent it from spreading. The concrete was
deposited in the forms v/ith shovels in layers three to four
inches thick, each layer being thoroughly tamped, A thin
layer of mortar was spread over the top of each section to give
it a finished appearance. Each section was numbered. Forms
were allowed to remain in place for seven days, after v/hich
the rings were wet twice daily with a hose till tested. The
rings were at all times exposed to the temperature of the room,
about 65° F,

7~op
5 tol e-A
-^=:-^
/if. / ri
y C7 /
k ,7/2 / /n //-? yr?
/rr
/^ //V/ /r? ^ /rr
/ /rr /J. / /n
/n

IV. CCWANION BEAi.r..
For each concrete ring tv/o companion oeama G x x 40
inches were made. These beams were nade of the lame materials
and mixtures and nunibered the name ag the ring to which they
corresponded. They were tested as near to thirty dayg after
making as possible. They were tested in the 100,000-lb. Olsen
machine. The beams were placed on rounded supports 7^ ft. apart
and the load applied at the l/?; points. The load was applied,
as shomi in the diagram, Fig. 8, through rollers one foot
from each support, the load being carried to the rollers by a
4- in, I-be am.
Fig. 3.
/' /' /'
1
5' >
Method of Applying Load.
The slowest speed l/lO inch per minute was used in all these
tests, and the maximum load in each case recorded.
The object of these teats was to determine the modulus
of rupture of the concrete used, this being considered a
suitable criterion of the quality of the concrete. The
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-nodului of rupture waT calculated by the fomula S = Mc/l.
In thi3 formula M = Bending moment at the point considered,
S = i..odului3 of Rupture in pounds per square inch. I =
Moment of inertia of the aeotion and c = distance from neutral
axis to most remote fibre. M for beams loaded at the l/3
points is 1/6 wl, vvhere w = applied load and 1 = length of
beam. For the beams used in these tests l/f^ v/1 reduces to
6w and c/l is a constant and equals 4/?5e or l/64. Therefore
the formula simlifies into S = Rw/G4. To this value of 3
was added the stress due to the weight of the beam, which was
constant and approximately 10 pounds per square inch. The
weight of the I-beam and rollers was not taken into account in
calculating the modulus. The actual value of the modulus of
rupture was determined by the formula S = Bw/64-f 10.
Following is a table giving the values of the maximum
loads and moduli of rupture, for each beam tested. Tliese
values differ somewhat, partly because of an appreciable
difference in the ages of the beams and partly because of the
impossibility of making two beams of exactly the same con-
sistency and strength.
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TABLE VIII.
TESTS ON CQIvlPAKION BEAMS.
No. Max, Load
in
Pounda.
Mod.
pounds
of Rupture
in
per 3q. In.
Age in
days.
901 1940 192 37
901 2150 212 37
902 1810 180 36
902 2050 203 36
903 2000 198 35
903 2300 226 35
906 2150 212 33
906 2750 268 33
907 1920 190 33
907 2100 207 33
908 1950 193 28
908 2500 245 28
921 2030 202 34
926 1650 166 32
931 2290 226 31
922 1950 193 36
951 2190 216 40
927 2lno 207 39
932 1350 184 38
911 1290 132 32
912 1750 174 31
913 1840 183 30
Average 195
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All tiio beama were not toated but theao valuefj are
probably about correct for all the rings, ai there iti little
more variation between the average of tlie t'-o valuea for the
highest and the lowest than between the two values obtained
for the companion, beams of any one ring.
V. METHODS OF TESTING.
The methods employed in testing may be claGsified
under two heads, namely; concentrated load test and distributed
load teat.
CONCENTP.ATED LOAD TESTS - For the concentrated load
test the 600,000 pound Piehle machine was used. A strip of
heavy 7/rapping paper about 6 in. wide and 2 ft. long 7ms
placed on the platform with narrov; strips of wood on each
side as shown in Fig. 9.
,
Pig. 9.
Arrangement for plaster of paris bed for concentrated load
test.

The sticks v;ere centered with reforcnce to th*^ ncr'^wn , and a
layer of plaste-r of paria about l/4 in. tliLck v.a i upin.ud i:pon
the paper. The concrete I'ing waa then rolled into place ao
that the "bottom element rested in the layer of plaster of paris.
A layer of plaster of paris, similar to the one used at the
,
I
bottom, was then placed at the top of the ring. A cast iron
bar 2 in. thick and 3 in. ^vide was next carefully centered
upon the top element and given a good bearing by working it
around in the plaster of paris. A second bar of the same
dimensions was afterward placed on top of this for greater
stiffness, the head. of the mac&ine run down and the load
applied through a hemispherical bearing block.
Pig. 10.
Hemispherical Bearing Block.
By means of this block the load is evenly distributed
to the cast iron bars which in turn distributed it to the
c
concroto r'iiit,. Tf aomc aiich device v/cre not unod it would
be nece3sai"y to place the top and botton elemcnta of the
ring in planes parallel to tlic block and the bed of the •
machine in order that the load be imifoimily distributed
throughout the length of the section,
REINFORCED RINGS - Concentrated Load.
The amount of data recorded in these tests depended
upon v/hether or not the ring was reinforced. For the rein-
forced sections, readings were taken, by means of screw
micrometers, for every 1000 lb. of applied lead, to determine
the changes in the horizontal and vertical diameters. The
the
dropping of the beam of the testing machine was^first v/arning
of failure and this v/as aoon followed by cracks appearing
near the ends of the vertical diameter. These were observed
and their nature recorded.
PLAIN RINGS - Concentrated Load.
In the tests upon the plain rings no readings were
taken to show the change in diameters, because by the time
the change v/as appreciable, the rings v;ould collapse. The
dropping of the beam of the testing machine and the appearance
of the crack which came almost immediately after this were
observed as in the case of the reinforced sections but the
load was faken off as soon as the first crack appeared.
DISTRIBUTED LOAD - The methods employed on the tests
for distributed load may be subdivided into (1) tests on 2 Ft.
rings, and (2) tests on sections longer than 2 ft.
The tests made on these long sections of
,
pipe were

Gonducted in the new Concrete Laboratory. The pipe v/au
bedded in a box of sand and the load applied by noans of
four liydraulic jacks. Each jack had a capacity of 200,000 lb.
and was equipped with an independant hand operated force pvimp
and pressure gauge. The gauges had previously been calibrated
rith a 6no,000 lb. Riehle machine, under various rates and
conditions of loading. Sketches and photos on the follovring
pages show the general diniensions and arrangement of the box
and the method of applying the load. The bottom and sides of
the box were built first and 13 in. of sand placed in the
bottom and leveled off. The pipe was then placed in the box
by a traveling crane, and more sand packed around it. It was
estimated that the sand would pack one inch due to the weight
bf the pipe and thus leave a bed of 12 in. Sand was placed
all around the pipe and packed by wetting it with water from
a hose, Eoth cast iron and reinforced concrete pipe of
48 in. diameter v;ere tested in this machine, and since the side
walls were not changed, the thickness of the cushion of the
sand at the sides was not exactly the same in the different
tests, due to the difference in thickness of the pipe. For
the concrete pipe the bed was 14 in, thick and for the cast
iton 16-3/4 in. The saddle was" made of . 7 x 16 in. timbers,
extending the length of the pipe, with end gates an-^^ ti^ rods.
This saddle was filled with sand and the distance from
the top of the saddle to the top of the pipe made 12 in.
Heavy timbers rested upon the saddle as shown in Fig. 12 and
the loads app'lied to these.

Fig. 11.
Cross Section -Upper Half of Hydraulic Jack Machine.

The men who opcratod the hydraulic jacko v/crn qtutionod
on platform (a). The plunger of the jack butting ^t^ainat the
casting (b), cauoepj the load to bo trannfered dorm through the
I-beam into the timber (a) and thence into the naddlo. TTiia
arrangement gives a very evenly distributed lood.
The game data were observed for both caat iron and
reinforced concrete pipe. Readings were taken at both ends
of the pipe with screv/ micrometergi , to note the changes of
the horizontal and vertical diameter!^. A careful watch was
kept for the first sign of failure which wa?? indicated by a
tension crack at either the top or bottom of the pipe. llotes
were made of subsequent cracks and of crushing at the sides,
also of shear cracks and bulging through of the reinforcing
rods. These lorig pipes with bell ends were placed out of
center, the load being applied 2- to 5 in. off center toward
the bell end.
TWC FOOT SECTIONS - The tests of the two foot ringg
were very similar to those made on the longer sections. A
box was built upon the platforms of the 600,000 lb. Riehle
testing machine, sim.ilar to the one used for the long sections,
only smaller and made of lighter timbers. A bed of 12 in. of
sand was placed in this box and leveled off. The concrete
ring was then raised by the pulley attached to the machine
and centered in the box with reference to the machine. The
end gates were then put up and r,and tamped in around the ring
the same as v/as done for the longer sections of pipe. A
cushion of 12- in. of sand v/as put in on a:j.l sides and the
saddle arranged just the same ag in the test upon the long pipe
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Cross Section of Box Uged for 2 ft. Sections.
The head was then run down and the load applied to the timber
resting upon the saddle.
The data observed were the same as in the case of the
long pipe, except that instead of taking readings at both ends
of the pipe to note the changes of the diameters, they were
taken only at the middle.
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VI. DATA OBTAINED FROi.i EXPERIMENT:?.
1, Obaervationg Takeii, In Tiaking theae testa, the
following observations v/ere taken.
For plain coi;crete ring3 with concentrated load.
1. Load at which first crack appeared.
2. Point at which fdrat crack appeared.
3. Maximum load.
For plain concrete rings with uniform load.
1. Load at which first crack appeared.
2. Point at v/hich first crack appeared,
3. Changes in both vertical and horizontal diameters
for given increments of load.
4. Load at which crushing on the inside at ends of
horizontal diameter began.
For reinforced concrete rings with concentrated load.
1. Load at which first crack appeared.
2. point at whicli first crack appeared.
3. Load at which second crack appeared.
4. Load at which first crack appeared at end of
horizontal diameter,
5. Changes in both horizontal and vertical diameters
for given increments of load.
6. Position and nature of subsequent cracks.
7. Maximum load,
8. Load at which crushing on the inside at ends of
horizontal diameter began.
4
9. Bursting out of reinforcing rods.
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10. kethod of final failure.
11. position of reinforcing rod3 at points of failure.
For reinforced concrete rings with distributed load.
1. Load at which first crack appeared.
2. point at which fir^t crack appeared.
5. Change a in both vertical and horizontal diameters
for given incrementa of load.
4. First sign of failure at end of ring.
5, Load at v/hich crushing on the inside at ends of
horizontal diameter began,
6. poeition and nature of subsequent cracks.
7, Maximum load.
8, Bursting out of reinforcing rods.
9. Method of final failure.
10. position of reinforcing rods at points of failure.
For 8-ft. reinforced concrete culvert pipe with
distributed load.
Same as in th© last case, except that readings
were taken at both ends.
For cast-iron culvert pipe, 8-ft. section, with
distributed load.
1. Changes in both vertical and horizontal diameters
at each end for given increments of load.
2. Load at which first ci-ack appeared.
3. Load when each subsequent crack appeared.
4. Maximum load.
5. Method of failure.
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Foi' caat-irori culvert pipe, 2-ft. noction with concorv
t rated load,
1« ChangGF} in both vertical and horizontal dlametorg
for each increment of load.
2. Load at which first crack appeared,
3. position of first crack,
4. Load at which second crack appeared,
2. Analysifi of Data,
(a) CoTTiDUtation of Stresses,
In order to conipare the results as obtained by the
preceding formulae, the tensile stresses at the points of
failure were calculated and the values tabulated as follows.
TABLE 9
PLAIN CONCRETE- CONCENTRATED LOAD
Rtf. Age.
Load at *^Stre5S in Tension Fiber. /bs.p<iV sq-iri
\si Crack \/erfica! Diameter Horlzonta Dion^eier
No. Days pounds Ae Be Aa Ba
901 37 5000 310 3/Z 173 1 70
QOZ 36 3S0O 24Z 24^ 135- 133
901 40 3600 238 132 130
908 35 4(h00 zeb zee ISS 157
911 4t 30 oo I8Q> 161 104 / OZ
9IZ 41 4 ZOO 2(c0 2(cZ 146 /43
Avtfagt 36 4060 253 Z55 142 139
^ The values in columns headed A are (Jomputated^fby the
formulae derived by Mr. Slater, The values in columns headed
B are computed by the formula S = Ivic/l, in which = l/6 Wl

and lA, = l/ll Wl.
TABLE 10
PLAIN CONCRETE- DiSTRIBUTED LOAD
Ref-
No.
Age load of Stress in Tension Fiber, lbs per sa. In
.
1 si Ctack Vertical D/ameiev tiorizofiial Diameter
pound
s
Ae Bb Aa Ba.
903 36 7/0O /74 111
906 34 235 222 239 /eg
Average 36 3350 20^ 194 20& 1 G6'
I
^ The valuea in columns headed A are computed by the
formulae derived by Mr. Slater, The values in columns headed
B are computed by the formula S = Mc/l— p/A, in which M = l/lo V/l,
p = pressure normal to section considered, and A = area of i
cross section. No lateral pressure was considered, as deformation,
previous to breaking, waa not great enough to cause the lateral
thrust to act in any appreciable amount,
T/\BLES M ^ /2 i
REINFORCED CONCRETE - DISTRIBUTED LOAD
Ref
No.
Age
^ays
Load at
Isf Craok
pounds
stress in
Sfec/ M//7«^
Cracked
/b^.p^rsi^- /h.
Load af
Noticeable
Fail re
pounds
Siress af
Noticeable
Failure
Man11^^^
Load
pounds
9Z3 30> IdOOO /4000 4Z3 0O 20 6~oo
ez/ 41 JOOO 2/ /oo Z(fi^OO 7*9000 4&000
922 33 (,Soo 22000 ^6>5~0O 37O0O
9Z1 3& (,6'O0 /9&0O Zoooo O/OOO 5'/ 50O
95-1 38 /7 eoo 2ZOOO SOiTOO
3e /95-00 22 SCO 05ZOO 4^7SO

TABLE 13
REINFORCED CONCRETE - CONCENTRATED LOAD
Ref
No
Age
days
Load at
Isi Crack
pounds
Shrtss in
Sfeel at
1 <; -A r'rn r U
1 y) T C f(i C n
pounds/d
Load
pounds
Stress in
Ste&l at
92 32 30O0 '2/ GOO ^70O ^/OOO
92e 44 zeoo 2SGOO 7/ OO G4 GOO
93/ 31 ^300 3/ OOO sooo 3G/00
932 37 3000 2/ GOO GOOO 43Z00
933 34 23S0 27300 6 3SO 7ZZ0O
95Z 3<h 2000 ^ 30OO 4 TOO /0(pOOO
953 45 240O Z/90O 7200 0S7OO
Ave-rage 37 284 27400 GO/0 GO^OO
(b) Discussion of Results.
It han already "been shown that the tensile stress at
the ends of the vertical diameter is greater than that at the
ends of the horizontal diameter. In the case of the plain
concrete rings with concentrated load, the formula as deduced
by Mr. Slater gives a tensile stress in the inner fiber at
the crown 36,/^ greater than that in the outer fiber at the ends
of the horizontal diameter. By the formula 3 = Mc/l, 89,^
more stress is obtained in the tensile fiber at the ends of the
vertical diameter than at the ends of the horizontal diameter.
On account of the greater stress at the ends of the
vertical diameter, the first failure should be either at the
top or at the bottom.
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Fig. 14.
. p
As will be aeen from Pig. 14 the load at the crown is
merely the applied load, vvhile the reaction at the bottom is
equal to the applied load plus the summation of the v/eight. On
this account the fir^t failure should occur at the bottom, if
both points are of equal strength.
Table 14 gives the .loads at which the first crack
appeared at the bottom, at the top, and at the side. In fifteen
of the rings the first failure was at the bottom; in 1 it was
at the top; and in 4 simultaneously at the top and bottom. In
the tests upon the plain concrete rings, the load removed
immediately after the first crack appeared, so no data were ob-
tained as to the load at which failure occured at other points.
In the tests with distributed load, failure at the
sides could not be noticed until the cracks became visible at
the ends, as the packing extended entirely aroiind the ring.
Failure had, of course, occured some time before the crack could
be noticed at the end. The results of these experiments tend
to corroborate the rersult of the analytical investigation as
determined above.
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TABLE 14
Ref- Manner
or
Loading
Pi (3f yvhich
/5r LrdCK
A ppeared
Load i/Vhtn Crack ^d- pounds
No. ij Ttom 1 op Side,.
90/ C <P^- DO 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 5000 /Vo f TaAen JVn t Th kp/1
90Z f 1 1
1
3000 II l>
907 u II II 3300 ll l<
57C/C 1
1
II 4(f 00 ll (1
II ii 3000 ll
Ii lop^ CiiOrv 3000 3000 It
Q03 0/sf. II IZ/u 1 1 V f f / 7000 7/00 4300
1
1
ll g&oo 9900 SS'OO
Vcri O/'sf. 1 IC'/// / V/ II 4S0O SO00 / '^oon
u 1ij. II 7000 /O 000 /^000
/ 1 l< &6'00 7000 / 5'0OO
1
1
11 /^/» V- iJOl 1 orn 9000 9000 20000
QS/ / / (
1
Pi/! i-i'/imi^VI 1 U 1 ' 1 6'90 dooo /GOOO
O0/1 II Top y-B^t^^fn 3000 3000 ^000
928 II Botiam. 2&00 3ZOO 3ZOO
931 II ll 4300 ^400 5'OOV
932 II a Topr Saifom 3000 3000 3400
03 3 ii II Top zvs-o 2 3so 4 ISO
9SZ •1 II Bottom 2 cod 2900 2S0O
9 S3 ii li /I Z4 00 2 700 ^400
C
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Note:- In the two ringa, Noa. 903 and 906, the naximun load
sustained by tho ring had been reached and paq^od before the
failure wan noticed at the aides. The load did not run up
a^ain until the lateral pregeure of the ^and became enough to
support the pieces, from v;hich time on they acted together aa
an arch. It will be seen from the diagram for these rings that
from the point v/here the lateral thrust of the gand became
sufficient to support the pieces, the slope of the curve was
constant, or that equal increments of load produced equal de-
formations,
;
Stream in plain Concrete Rings.
From the teste upon companion beams, the modulus of
rupture waq computed, and the average value found to be 195 lbs.
per sq, in. The stresses in the teri'iion fiber at the time the
first crack appeared are computed to be about 25fo greater, or
2 53 lbs. per sq. in. These do not harmonize very well, but
some other element may have entered into the result. For in-
stance, the load was not exactly a concentrated load, for the
pressure was distributed over a space about 3 in, wide at the
top and about 6 in. wide at tlie bottom, Ij
For the distributed load there is a much closer agreement,
the values for the ^lensile stress as calculated by the formulae
being 204 and 194 lbs. per sq, in. resr^ectively.
Comparison of the two formulae for stresses.
:
In Tables 9 and 10, a comparison may be made of the
values obtained by the two formulae for the stresses at the
|
points of failurjp. Column is computed by the formula.
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and column Bg computed by the con"ion bea'n formula, 3 =iAc/l,
where ivi = 1/6 Wl, as previously determined. Colunn ia
computed by the formula
= Q/4e l^coa^^-^Dfcog - K)j,
and column B^^ by the formula 3 = Mc/l, where ivl = l/ll Wl.
The greatest variation in these values under concentrated load
is les'? than ifo, hence for all practical punooaes the simpler
formula may properly be used.
Under distributed load there is more of a variation,
the stre-^s as computed by the simpler formula being 5,^ sm.aller
than the other in the case of the vertical diameter, and 20,/^
smaller in the case of the horizontal diameter.
Reinforced Rings* Concentrated Load.
In the computations of the stress in the steel at the
maximum load when concentrated, there is a great variation
for the reason that there was so much variation in the effective
depth of the rods in each section. The concrete was broken
away from the rods with a sledge and in many cases the rods were
bent so that trie effective depth could not be exactly measured.
From these various measurements, an average value was estimated.
It will be seen that with the rods at different effective depths
some of the rods could be stressed past their elastic limit
before others, so that all would not act together. In two cases
Nos. 933 and 952, the effective depth was extremely small, and
although the rings failed at a light load, the calculated stress
was very high. Evidently some other element had entered into
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the roiiult. Oini.tting these two, the average ntresM in thr> ntcel
at thP inaximinn load wan computed to be 50l'^0 Ibn. ner aq. in. ,
which ia only about 11^ higher tlian the value determined for
the elastic li;:iit in tlie tensile tests. The fact that the load
was slightly distributed might account for part of this
i
difference. '
It is suggested that a better way of accurately placing
the reinforcing in the test rings would be to have small wires
fastened to the rods at each spacing point and then passed '
through holes in the form'^, and tigh^^ed by twisting until the
reinforcirig was broi^ht to the place desired.
,j
Reinforced Rings: Distributed Load.
It will be seen from the diagrams for the reinforced
rings with distributed load, (Bee end of thesis), that when the
load had reached about 20,000 or 22,n00 lbs. , there was a more
rapid increase in the proportionate deflection, and that after
I
reaching a point between 30,000 and 40,^00 lbs. , the curve has
a uniform slope again. This seems to indicate some failure at
about the first point indicated and then a uniformity after the
^ second noint. If the curve beyond this upper point is compared
with those for plain concrete rings under distributed load, it
will be seen to agree very closely with them in form, probably
I indicating that after this point the arch action alone is sus-
I
taining the load.
In one of the tests the lateral rods which joined the
end pieces of the containing box were loosened, so that there was
I
little lateral support. The change in the direction of the
curve for this section is very noticeable, and occurs at a load
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of about 14,000 Iba. The atregq in the steel aa calculated i3
about 42,^00 Iba. per :3q. in. , while the elastic limit a^
determined by tlie testa on the iteel ig about 45,ono lb3. per
aq, in. The close agreement of the<ie figures geema to indicate
that tlie cauiie of tlie rapid deflection waq that the elastic
limit of the steel had been passed at that point.
If the stress in the steel of the ringa which had
lateral support is computed without taking that into account,
an average stress of 65,200 Iba. per sq. in. in obtained. This
is much higher thaA the elastic limit of the steel, so there
must have been aorne lateral support, Tf a horizontal pressure
I
5
of .4 of the vertical presauro assumed, the stress in the
steel is computed to be 39,100 lbs. per sq. in. , while if the
horizontal pressure is taken at l/3 that of the vertical, a
streaa of 43,500 lbs, per aq, in. is obtained.
It would seem from these resulta that a tentative
value for h of 1/3 p may be assumed to be about correct for
pipes well packed in dry sand. This gives a bending moment of
2/3 X 1/1 6 iVl, or 1/24 kVl for the ends of the vertical diameter.
For stiff soils when dry, the value of h approaches 0, but on
account of the arch action of the aolld earth, p also is reduced.
For soft soils and quick sand, the value of h ap-oroachei p, and
when h = p, h-p=0 and M = 0; or, in other words, with uni-
form external pressure upon a pipe, the moment at all sections
is 0.
The above reaults are corroborative of the results of.
a series of experimenta performed by Mr. Frank A.Barbour,
f
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membor of the Bor?ton oociety of Enginoera, on the prenaure of
earth in trenches, and reported in the Journal of the Aasiociation
of Engineering Societies for ]ec. 1^.07. According to hia ex-
periments, below 7 ft. the average horizontal earth preaauro la
.39 of the vertical pressure. In the teats in connection with
thia thesis, the load waa more or less concentrated under the
points of the saddle, hence the alight differences in value are
not at all surprising. I
I
Cast-iron Pipe.
A 2-ft. section of cast-iron pipe 48-in. inside diameter
and 1-1/4 in. thick was tested with a concentrated load, and broke
at 22,000 lbs. The first crack was at the top, which vra^^ in
contradiction to the results as obtained by theory and by the
other tests. There 7;as no flaw noticable to cause failure at
that point. By the formula 3 = Mc/l, where Ivi = l/6 \71, the I
stress is computed to be 32, '^00 lbs. per sq. in. , a high value
for cast-iron.
,|
An 8-ft. section of this same pipe was tested under
distributed load in the hydraulic jack machine, and failed at a
load of 213,000 lbs. Using l/l6 ^tl as the value of M, thia '
gives a stress of 27,200 Iba. per sq. in. In this cane, though,
the load was not distributed evenly for a crack appeared at one
end first and extended in only three feet. The remaining -oart
had then an added load to carry, the amount of which could not
be determined.
Reinforced Concrete pipe; 3-ft, Sections. '
The 8-ft. sections of culvert pipe were te-sted in the
i
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hydarulic jack machinG under di-atributed Load. Pipo No. 1
had 32 corrugated iteel barn 1/4 in. 3quare for reinforcing, or
2 3q, in. in all, and pipe No, 2 Viad 22 corrugated ateel barB
1/2 in. square, or 5.5 aq. in. in all. Tlii'i excega of metal ;va'i
of no value, for Pipe IJo. 2 failed at a lower load than pipe
No. 1. In pipe No. 2 failure seemed to be due to diagonal
tension instead of axial tension. The stress in the steel at
the ti'ne of initial failure in Pipe No, 1 is computed to be
57,600 lbs. per sq. in. , while that in Pipe No, 2 is but 23,200
lbs. per sq. in. It will thu^ be seen that the full tensile
value of the steel "'as not developed until after failure had
oc cured in the concrete.

VII. CONGLU^JIONS.
Valuo of Reinforcing,
It ig unfortunate that no plain rings of 4 in. thick-
ue'33 or reinforced rine,3 of 6 in. thickness were '.nade -^o that
the i-elative strength of the two under like condition3 could
be compared. A comparison can be made, however, "by reducing
the valuea of one to teras of the other. The average load at
which the fir-^^t crack appeared in the plain concrete rings
under concentrated load was -1030 lbs. , while that for the rein-
forced rings was 2840 lbs. Taking the stress of 25r) lbs. per
sq, in. as computed by the formula = Mc/l v/here i-l = l/6 Wl,
we obtain for the load necessary to produce this stress in a
ring with a 4 in. v/all , 1Q80 lbs. , as against the 2840 lbs.
held by the reinforced rings. Again, considering the 2840 lbs.
to be all held by the concrete, the same formula gives a stress
of 384 lbs. per sq. in.
It is seen from this that the reinforcing adds about
50/^ to the load sustained before cracking. It was also noticed
in the tests with the plain concrete rings under uniform load,
that only one crack would appear at each point of failure, and
that this would continue to open as the load was applied. In
the reinforced tings, a number of small hair cracks would appear
before any of them would widen any appreciable amount. It is
readily seen that in the first case the pipe might be valueless
when a crack had opened l/4 in. or so, wliile a number of hair
cracks would be of little damage.
In the reinforced rings in most cases, the yield point
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of the 3teel had been pa i 1 b^T'-re cruihing it; th-^ concroto
began. This 13 all that could on deTircd, for lae full atrength
of the atecl wa'j developed, whic)i la the requisite for economical
re i nforcin^^.
Compai'iaon of Reinforced Concrete and Coat- iron.
It will be geen from the results of the^e testa that
under concentrated load the 1-1/4 in, caat-iron pipe au^^tained
" to 4 tinea as much vveiglit beforecracking ag the 4 in. rein-
forced concrete sustained for a maximum. Under concentrated load
however, there was much less difference, the average of the two
8-ft, reinforced concrete pipes running a little higher than
that of the 3-ft. cast iron pipes.
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DIAGRAMS
SHOWING RELATION
OF
LOADS
TO
CHANGES IN DIAMETER
I N
PI PES

3<bO00
lOQO
v.:
l!!|i;ii|^rTrTTr^
)::::
No. 903 Plain.
Distributed Load
Diameter 4-8 inohes.
Lengtii 24 inches
T}7ici(nc5s 6 inches.
Age 36 days
^U«KNE DICTZGCN CO.. CHICAGO
Change in Diameter - Inchts^^
tft t-H4i f. t V^U.'iA , i i , , 1 : , h-t t , 2.m r\ r: r : t . :t 2.50
, HtR

3S0OO 76000
7&000
7oa
ZQOOO
mo
2000
()(aOOO
(}4D00
(dOOOO '
56000 ^
56 000
54000
5Q00O No. 906 Plain
D/stnbuied Load
Diameter 48inche^
Length 24 inched
Thickness 6 inched.
Age 1)4 days.
Chongc in Dlam c td
;:?i/a^riv.r,<-T-vrr-r??i/5^/:>.rr,r-t:-;
CU«KNC PICTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO.

-cr-
CU«ENC DIETZGCN CO.. CHICAGO.

^6000
3Z000
30000
20000
ZZooo
'Mv:r'vi""r'"r":r'!T
lit 000
HOOO
No. 921 Rtinforced
Di'sfnbuftd Load
Diamttcr 4& inches
Length 24 inches
Thickness 4- Inches
Age 41 day5
CUSKNC DIKTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO

39000
36000
^
32000
1
: "
'
'
'
!
" I '
!
" I ' V : I ! " ' I " " I
"
' M
CU«KNC OIKTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO.
30000
^eooo
26000
Z4000
^
iZOOO
^
ZOOOO ^
16000 "^i
9Z2 Rtfnforced
Dfsfribufecl Load
Diamtftr 48 incht^
Length 2^ inches
Thickness 4 inchi^
Age 38 doyd
m ' W'ffrntTcr '-/ n Wer^

4000
A/o. 927 Reinforced
Distri butcd LoQol
D/am etcr 48 inches .
Length 24 inches
Thickness 4 inches
Age ^6 ofays.
Change in Diamefer-^ Inchm
MKNC OICTZCCN CO., CHICAGO.

EIMKNC OIKTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO

mNo 92 6 Reinforced
Concentrottd Load
D/ameter 48 inches '^m
L&ngih 24 inches
Thickness 4 /nches
Age 52 days
CU«KNC DIKTZGCN CO.. CHICAGO.

No 926 Rem forced
Concentrated Load
Diameter 4& inches
Length Z^^ inches
Ttii ctiness 4 incfjes
Age 44 days
>U«CNC DICTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO.
Change in Dtamettr^



CU«KNC OICTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO

n ! ! I " " r "I"""' T—T r
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'
r" ''!i " |
""
T'i: i |!!' nuiy
j
Reinforced
Concenirated Load
D/amefer 48 /nches M
Length 24 inches
Thickness 4 inches
Age 34 days ^
Change in D/amefer- iWci
i-j-irfH+H/kat-i-H-i I rifrrt-l i l-t^fani rM n : fIT niTTr'pkjrrrft rrrj-
CMKNC OIKTZCiCN CO.. CHICAGO.
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'
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No 953 Reinforced
Concentrated Load
Dfomtier 48 inches
Length 24 1'nc/ies
Thickness 4 inches
Age 45 days
Change in Diameter- Inches
EIMCNC DIKTZGCN CO.. CHICAGO.

J20
UO
IBlQ
SO
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'T- [ r l "" |i v i " ' :r i "rTTTn^
no
I.90
Ranforce
Bentna
of
Concrete Culvert Pipe No I ^
Disfrfbufed Load ^
Diomtter 4& metres
Length 104 inches
Ttyfckness 4 inches
Vcrficai and Horizontal.
angt in Diameter- Inches
CU«KNC DICTZGCN CO.. CHICAGO.

zeo
no
230
2ZO
2/a
zoo
Spigot Bnd
of
Weinforctcl Con ere ft Cufyert Pipe t^o I
Distnbukd toad
Diameter 4B inches
L engfh t04 incties
Thickness 4 inches
Vert icof Horizontal—
tWonge in Dtarn erer-Tncrtes
it-;i-t-r-. !Thrt-rl ri ,fi/ik i-M-h-i4fM
NC DICTZOCN CO.. CHICAGO.

-7r,-
/7C
Jfd
J10
./
so
60
30
/
/
/
/
/
/
Bell End
of
Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pfpe No 2.
D/str/buicci Lood
Diameter 4S mches
L engfh /04 inches
Thicknts^ 4 mches
Vcrffcal Hoi^izonial—
m
Change in Dfam efer- Whcnes
CIHkKNC DIKTZGCN CO., CHICAGO.
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Spigot End
of
Reinforced Concrete Cul^crf P/pe No.^.
D/str/bufed Load
,
Diomtter 48 mches
L engfh /04 /'nches
Thickness 4 inches
A^e /49 ^ays
Verffcal Horizonfa/ =fi
Change in
fflll|l1llllil l ii|lfffl^
tJiamerer- fncne'.
CU«KNC DIKTZaCN CO., CHICAQO.
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ZOO
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B ell End
of
"Cast Iron Pipe No- 00. ^
D/'stribuled Load
D/cime.fcr 46/nc/7es _
Z ength 72 inc^e
s
Th/ckness ^/hfo/^/h
Verffcal Hotizonial—
Change in Di'am e fer - Jriches.

(
i
'
' Spfgof Enol
of
Coef Iron Pipe /Vo 00 ^
D/'5fn'buttd Load
Diameter 43 inches
L engfh 72 inched
Th/cAncss f /n. fo 1^m
Vertical Horizontal—
tiiiiiii
^ah ge in uiam efer-
<nU\¥iW\^\,^^^^r\^\\ 11 ill nil I
nches
EU«KNC OICTZQEN CO.. CHICACO.

Spigof Jlnd
of
Ca€T Iron Pipe lyo f.
O/'sfnbufc/^ Locf£/
D/'omefer 4&fr7ohes
L engfh 96 /'nc/ies
Thickness I4 j'nches.
Y&rh'caf Hor/zonfa/.-
cU«KNC DICTZQCN CO.. CHICACO
hangc in D f'Grnefer- Inc/ics
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/
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7
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2/0
^60
Be// Encf
of
l.SO
tcisf Iron Pipe /Vo. /.
D/5irjbu/eaf Load
Dfameter 4&f/7c/?es
Lengfh 96fncfies.
T/?/c/i/ie3s /i:/f^cf?es
hrffcaf f/arfzonfa/-
on^e /n Dfamefer ^ if?cntS
U«KNe OICTZGEN CO.. CHICAGO.

'I
" 1
—
r
laa
na
JJO
m
^p/'gof End
of
Cast fron P/pe /Vo. 2.
D/'sfr/bufea/ Loaa/.
D/am cfer 43 jr? 0/7es
Z eng//? 9(p /r? ches
Vertical Homonfa/-
YVrtange In Diamefcr- Inches
.
U«KNe DICTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO.
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BelI End
of
Casf Iron P/pc No. 2.
Ofamefer 4Sfnches
Length 96 inches
T/iickness /'n c/je
Verf/'cal Hon'2onM—
CIMKNC OIKTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO
Change fn D/annefer- fnches^^
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Diagram shoeing valuer



CU«KNE OIKTZGCN CO., CHICAGO.

!CU«KNC DIKTZGEN CO.. CHICAGO.

\ Diagrams showing valuts
:eu> D- l^lirTh, ivhere n- + e , (outer fiber)
L and
D r I H r"n , kvhert n^-e (inner fiber)





